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Abstract: Tandem solar cells consisting of high bandgap cadmium
telluride alloys atop crystalline silicon have potential for high efficiencies
exceeding the Shockley-Queisser limit. However, experimental results
have fallen well below this goal significantly because of non-ideal
current matching and light trapping. In this work, we simulate cadmium
zinc telluride (CZT) and crystalline silicon (c-Si) tandems as an exemplary
system to show the role that a hybrid light trapping and bandgap engineering
approach can play in improving performance and lowering materials costs
for tandem solar cells incorporating crystalline silicon. This work consists of
two steps. First, we optimize absorption in the crystalline silicon layer with
front pyramidal texturing and asymmetric dielectric back gratings, which
results in 121% absorption enhancement from a planar structure. Then,
using this pre-optimized light trapping scheme, we model the dispersion
of the CdxZn1−xTe alloys, and then adjust the bandgap to realize the best
current matching for a range of CZT thicknesses. Using experimental
parameters, the corresponding maximum efficiency is predicted to be 16.08
% for a total tandem cell thickness of only 2.2 μm.
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1. Introduction

Solar energy is one of the important renewable sources of energy, currently dominated by
crystalline silicon. However, its efficiency has plateaued around 25 % over the past 2 decades.
This result is already close to the fundamental Shockley-Queisser limit of single junction
efficiency (31 % under 1 sun illumination) [1]. One proven approach for transcending these
limits uses multiple junctions [2]. Although double junction solar cells theoretically can have
up to 42 % [3], stabilized efficiencies of commercialized micromorph silicon tandem cells have
not been improved significantly from 12 % [2,4].

Perovskite-based solar cells have recently garnered a great deal of attention as an alternative
offering high efficiencies and low costs [5, 6], but material stability issues (e.g., light soaking,
humidity exposure) have not been fully addressed yet [7, 8]. Another alternative, recently,
cadmium zinc telluride (CZT) has recently been studied for its potential low manufacturing
costs, long recombination lifetimes, and high stability [9–11]. Furthermore, the bandgap of CZT
can be tuned from 1.5 eV up to 2.26 eV, the range required for a top junction material [12, 13].
Recent experiments demonstrated 17 % cell efficiency using CZT/Si tandem cells [9–11]. These
can be considered to be a very promising initial result. A physics-based modeling also predicted
that the CZT/Si tandem cells can have up to 34.1 % with appropriate junction designs [14].
Also, CZT/Si tandem cells can be potentially applied to a bifacial configuration which have
been studied for both micromorph silicon tandem cells [15] and perovskite/silicon tandem
cells [16], possibly without requiring much zinc alloying, since the cadmium telluride bandgap
is close to that of the methylammonium lead iodide perovskite. Furthermore, this approach is
not necessarily limited to zinc alloys, but could include other high bandgap ternary compounds,
such as magnesium cadmium telluride.

In this work, we consider light trapping strategies to fill the gap between the experiments and
theory for CZT/Si tandem cells. The nature of the adjustable bandgap of CZT was one of the
advantage in tandem cell applications, but it also gives rise to a complicated current matching
problem. Thus, in this work, we focus on developing light trapping schemes for the CZT/Si
tandem cells, and studying current matching condition for an adjustable CZT bandgap. First,
we develop a material model for CZT alloys and demonstrate its accuracy by comparing it with
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analytic solutions. Then, we explore light trapping strategies (front texturing and asymmetric
dielectric gratings) to turn the wafer-based cells into ultra-thin film cells. Then, the optimized
light trapping scheme will be combined with adjustable CZT bandgaps to achieve current
matching conditions.

2. Material modeling

We begin our optical modeling by first considering a variety of cadmium telluride-based
alloys (e.g., CdZnTe, CdMgTe and CdHgTe). We then incorporate these models into a study
of light trapping schemes using the finite difference time domain (FDTD) method [17]. The
FDTD method directly simulates Maxwell’s equations over time and space, and is highly
accurate. One advantage for calculating absorption spectra is that it can incorporate a broad
range of frequencies in one simulation, given an appropriate time domain dispersion model
of photovoltaic materials. However, most semiconductor materials do not simply follow the
commonly used Drude-Lorentz model at visible wavelengths, because there are many optical
transitions above the bandgap energy [18]. Due to the lack of time domain broadband dispersion
models for many photovoltaic materials, several simulated works have not fully utilized
the potential of the FDTD method. Rather, the need to constrain the total computation for
many frequencies has often limited researchers to 2-D FDTD simulations [19, 20] or required
simplified coupled mode analysis, which requires certain conditions on resonant modes to be
valid [21]. In this work, we developed a highly efficient modeling approach for CZT alloys
in the time domain. This allows us to calculate the entire frequency response in 2 simulations
even over a range of 200 distinct frequencies. The other simulation challenge in photovoltaic
simulations is calculating and integrating losses over a substantial photovoltaic volume without
greatly slowing down the main FDTD calculation . The authors recently developed an efficient
surface integration method in an arbitrary curved geometry for FDTD, which is called Flexible
Flux Plane (FFP) [22]. Combining the FFP and the quadratic complex rational function (QCRF)
approaches dramatically reduces the simulation time in FDTD, allowing us to optimize the
complex 3-D structure of CZT/Si tandem cells with reasonable computational resources (64

Fig. 1. Cross section of a CZT/Si tandem solar cell. It has a front periodic pyramidal
texturing, conformally applied to ITO, CZT and c-Si. At the back reflector, an asymmetric
grating is applied to enhance light absorption. The electromagnetic flux monitors were
placed to calculate the top and bottom junction absorption.
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Fig. 2. (a) The QCRF model of the real part of permittivity of CdxZn1−xTe, CdMgTe (1.6
eV) and CdHgTe (1.6 eV). The dots are the measurement data extracted from Refs. [23–25]
and the lines are the QCRF modeling results. In this work, the QCRF method is applied
to two different wavelength ranges, which were split near material band edges. (b) The
QCRF modeling results on the imaginary part of permittivity of CdxZn1−xTe, CdMgTe and
CdHgTe. (c) Scatter plot of the von Neumann stability polynomial solution for the modeled
CdTe alloys, which indicates the materials are unconditionally stable in FDTD.

cores in total). The schematic simulation structure of CZT/Si tandem cell is shown in Fig 1.
Modeling the optical properties of materials in CZT/Si tandem cells is performed using

a recently developed general dispersion model known as the QCRF model [26]. For most
dispersive materials (e.g., c-Si [27], silver [28]), we employed previously modeled QCRF
data [29] and, in this work, CdxZn(1−x)Te, CdMgTe and CdHgTe are modeled by two split
QCRF coefficients over the wavelength range of 400—1100 nm, in which most useful solar
photons can be found. Their numerical stability is validated by von Neumann analysis [30],
and their accuracy is verified by 1-D FDTD simulation with a single layer dielectric slab.

As shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b), QCRF modeling has very good agreement with the
spectroscopic elipsometry [31] measurement data of CdTe alloys collected from other
Refs. [23–25,32–34]. In particular, the imaginary part of the dielectric function of CdxZn(1−x)Te
varies rapidly near the band edge, so we model the CZT material with two frequency ranges,
split near the bandgap. We modeled various alloy compositions of CdxZn(1−x)Te from x = 0
to x = 1 and a representative samples are presented in Fig. 2(a) and 2(b). The modeled fittings
have root mean square (RMS) errors ranging from 1.85 to 2.64%. To validate the numerical
stability of the modeled dispersions, von Neumann stability analysis was applied to calculate
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Fig. 3. Absorption profile in the 1000-nm-thick dielectric slab of CdTe alloys. The circular
symbols indicate absorption spectrum obtained analytically [29], using measurements of
the dielectric function, while the lines represent absorption calculated by FDTD. The
excellent match between the two over most of the spectrum indicates the quality of the
dispersion model.

stability polynomials in the r-plane [30]. As shown in Fig. 2(c), all the poles in the r-plane are
located in the unit circle which means these solutions are unconditionally stable, as is seen in
simulation. Using the modeling results, 1-D dispersive FDTD simulations are performed over
the wavelengths that we are interested in. Figure. 3 shows that the simulated absorption matches
very well to the exact analytical expressions for reflection and transmission applied to literature
data for dispersion [35]. Further detailed descriptions of our simulation and validation approach
are provided in our previous work [29]. Among the various alloy compositions considered in
this work, the RMS errors between simulated absorption and analytical absorption ranged from
0.29 to 0.61%, which is, in fact, substantially lower than the fitting error.

3. Results and discussion

In this section, light trapping structures will be introduced to CZT/Si cells step by step. In order
to develop strong intuition as to the nature of absorption enhancement of pyramidal texturing
and asymmetric back gratings, we first optimize them in thin-film silicon single junction cells
(1.8-μm-thick). Then, the top CZT cells are added to the previously optimized structures. Note
that Jph for the top and bottom junctions may not be matched during the first phase of our light
trapping studies, but in the second phase, a comprehensive current matching study will consider
the effect of various CdTe alloy compositions.

3.1. Pyramidal texturing

It is clear from the literature that the planar thin layers of crystalline silicon are not sufficient
to fully absorb sunlight. Thus, in order to fully trap light within thin active layers of c-Si,
we consider pyramidal texturing at the front and dielectric gratings at the back. Assuming that
photons with energies above the CZT bandgap may not reach the silicon layer, the optical design
should focus on energies between the c-Si and CZT bandgaps, corresponding to wavelengths
ranging from 700—1100 nm. Note that the maximum short circuit current density (Jph) is
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Fig. 4. (a) Average Jph for various number of pyramids in thin-film c-Si cells. Jph for 45.0◦
pyramids increases for up to two pyramids and then it plateaus while Jph for 54.7◦ plateaus
from the single pyramid case. Standard errors are calculated for 5 simulation trials. The
inset figure shows a cross-section of the simulation geometry (b) Absorption spectra for
four representative cases.

calculated under an ideal IQE (without charge collection losses), an AM1.5G solar spectrum :

Jph =
∫ 1100nm

300nm
dλ

[
eλ
hc

dI
dλ

A(λ )
]
, (1)

where the A(λ ) is a simulated partial absorption for each photovoltaic volume, and dI
dλ

represents the light intensity experienced by the solar cell per unit wavelength (given by the
AM1.5 solar spectrum).

Here, we numerically demonstrate an optimization of the pyramidal front texturing. In the
process of fabricating a silicon-based solar cell, 54.7◦ pyramidal texturing could be achieved
using the well-known process of KOH anisotropic etching [36, 37]. It has been shown that
pyramidal texturing can enhance light absorption dramatically in thin film silicon solar cells,
although not quite at the theoretical maximum [37]. To simplify any potential fabrication of our
structures, we constrain ourselves to a fixed periodicity (1 μm) and upright pyramids with
two opening angles (i.e., 45.0◦ and 54.7◦ which correspond to aspect ratios of 1 and

√
2,

respectively).
As shown in Fig. 4(a), a single pyramid offers significant light trapping compared to the

planar case for both 45.0◦ and 54.7◦, while the best multiple pyramid cases also show an
additional 5.39 mA/cm2 Jph for 45.0◦ pyramids and 1.39 mA/cm2 Jph for 54.7◦ pyramids
compared to the single pyramid case. Note that the location of each pyramid is randomly dis-
tributed and simulated, and five simulations have been done for each value of the number of
pyramids. The Jph enhancement plateaus after two pyramids for both cases. The absorption
curves for the representative cases are shown in Fig. 4(b).

Figures 5(a) and 5(b) show simulated texturing surfaces. Within the condition of a fixed
pyramid height (500 nm), the optimized Jph was 28.57 mA/cm2 when the number of pyramids
was three. To validate this result, we applied spatial Fourier transform to these surfaces. As
shown in Fig. 5(c) and 5(d), the multiple-pyramid mode has a stronger peak at the central
Fourier component, compared the single-pyramid case. FFT analysis can provide the number
of modes with appreciable amplitudes, which may give a general sense of the potential for
absorption enhancement.

We confine our work to a simple texturing method so that it would be more reproducible in a
templated KOH etch-based fabrication process. It only includes two pyramids per period with
45◦, one at the center and one at the corner of the computational cell, with a maximum height
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Fig. 5. (a) Single pyramidal surface. (b) The optimum multiple pyramids case. (c) Spatial
Fourier transforms of a single pyramid. It shows a broader mode with a smaller center peak.
(d) Fourier transform of optimized multiple pyramids. It has the strongest center mode with
well-distributed local modes.

Fig. 6. (a) Contour plot showing Jph of c-Si versus heights of two pyramids (h1, h2) for
front-surface texturing of c-Si within the computational cell. Due to the symmetric design,
the optimal performance (Jph = 20.62 mA/cm2) is predicted when h1 = 500 nm and h2 =
400 nm or vice versa. Filtering effect by CZT layer lowers c-Si Jph from the single junction
Jph. (b) Contour plot showing Jph of CZT versus heights of two pyramids (h1, h2) (c) 2-D
slice of the electric field intensity squared at λ = 1000 nm for the optimum cell.
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of 500 nm. Now, we apply Cd0.5Zn0.5Te (Eg = 1.81 eV) to the top junction of the tandem cell.
The thicknesses of the CZT and c-Si layers are fixed to a total thickness of 2 μm, with layer
thicknesses of 200 nm and 1800 nm, respectively. The considerations that went into selecting
the optimum bangap of CZT are discussed later. In order to measure the electromagnetic flux
transmitted and reflected at the boundary of CZT and c-Si layer, the FFP is inserted at their
textured boundary.

Figure. 6 shows that the Jph of c-Si is enhanced quite significantly by increasing the height
of each pyramid. Note that the Jph of CZT changes by only about 9.80% while c-Si Jph changes
48.47 %. This is mainly because light trapping is more relevant for indirect bandgap materials,
such as c-Si in the bottom cell. The optimum Jph for c-Si of 20.62 mA/cm2, is observed
when h1 = 500 nm and h2 = 400 nm, while the corresponding CZT Jph is 13.80 mA/cm2.
The significant Jph mismatch in this result could be adjusted either by increasing the CZT
thickness or increasing its cadmium concentration, which will be discussed in the later section.
Compared to a Jph for flat c-Si of 10.62 mA/cm2, this represents a 94.12% enhancement over
the flat structure. In the case of CZT, the enhancement of Jph is limited to 9.50%, suggesting
this factor can be mostly ignored. Since the positions of the two pyramids are fixed at the center
and the corner, respectively, the contour plot shown in Fig. 6 has a symmetrical form.

3.2. Asymmetric dielectric grating

Fig. 7. (a) 3-D FDTD simulation results for various grating asymmetric angles. The
maximum angle is restricted to 45◦ to satisfy an aspect ratio of 1. For higher wavelengths
(800 nm–1100 nm), strong absorption modes are observed at 850 nm, 930 nm, 1060 nm.
These three modes overlap strongly near the 20◦ grating angle, resulting in the highest Jph.
(b) Jph for various grating angles. It linearly increases with increasing angle and it plateaus
up to 25◦, and then decreases. The inset shows a 3-D asymmetric grating structure.

To enhance light trapping in c-Si significantly further, we also would like to add a back 
reflector. Various designs have been suggested for a back reflector, including randomly 
textured [38], periodic [39], sphere gratings [40] and plasmonic back reflectors [41, 42]. 
However, metallic grating structures have parasitic absorption associated with an undesired 
excitation of surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs), propagating at the metal/dielectric interface 
[43]. Especially in thin film designs, the amount of incoming light reaching the metal back 
reflector is greater than in the wafer-based solar cell; therefore, the excitation of SPPs could be 
a significant problem. Thus, we avoid textured metal back reflectors and consider a flat metal 
back reflector with an asymmetric dielectric grating on top of the metal. In general, dielectric 
gratings have been calculated to enhance broad-band absorption, without strong parastitic abs-
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orption, without strong parasitic absorption [44]. They can be manufactured at low cost with 
relatively small series resistance by laser-fired and grooved contacts [45], which include an 
intermediate dielectric layer. The laser-fired contacting method can overcome several 
disadvantages of a eutectic metal backing, such as suboptimal reflection at the metal/silicon 
interface, Schottky barriers due to the work function of metal, and carrier recombination at the 
silicon-metal interface.

It has been shown that asymmetric dielectric gratings outperform their more typical
symmetric counterparts [46]. However, the shapes and angles of asymmetric gratings have not
been investigated sufficiently. In this work, we study the angular dependency of asymmetric
gratings. 3-D FDTD simulations are performed to find the optimum angle of the grating
structure. Note that the refractive index of asymmetric gratings are assumed to be 1.5, for
an angular dependent study, and then the refractive index dependency will be studied. The
front side of the solar cells is assumed to be flat and the average thickness of absorber
layer is conserved. Figure. 7 shows what happens if one starts with a symmetric grating (the
zero asymmetric angle case) and then gradually increases the asymmetric angle. Figure. 7(a)
shows the absorption spectrum as a function of the asymmetric angle. For higher wavelengths
(800nm–1100 nm) which is relevant to c-Si absorption, strong absorption modes are observed
at 850 nm, 930 nm, 1060 nm. These three modes overlap strongly near the 20◦ grating angle,
resulting in the highest Jph in Fig. 7(b). The Jph also gradually increases until reaching a plateau
after 20◦, then it decreases. This roughly corresponds to the critical angle of SiO2 and c-Si
boundary, which is defined by θc = sin−1(nglass/nsi), where θc is the critical angle of the material
boundary, nglass is the refractive index of glass and nsi is the refractive index of c-Si. The results
clearly show that asymmetric gratings have better light absorption than symmetric dielectric
gratings (the zero degree case), as shown in Fig. 7(b).

Fig. 8. Refractive index dependency of asymmetric grating. Jph was obtained in a 3-D
FDTD simulation with different refractive index of the asymmetric gratings. (a) Absorption
spectrum for varying refractive index. (b) Jph for various refractive index. Jph plateaus up
to n = 1.5, and then decrease linearly. The inset shows a simulation structure.

Based on the optimum grating angle obtained in this study, we then vary the refractive
index of our asymmetric gratings in 3-D FDTD simulations. Figure. 8(a) shows the absorption
spectrum with variation in the refractive index. Note that the apparent plateau shown in Fig. 8(b)
is a coincidence arising from the integration of multiple absorption peaks over a refractive
index range from 1.0 to 1.5. The Jph decreases gradually after the plateau. This is mainly
because a large refractive index contrast may offer a better scattering effect at the material
boundary. Among several dielectric spacers, SiO2 may have an optimal performance due to its
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Fig. 9. (a) Contour plot showing Jph of c-Si versus grating thickness (t) and periodicity (p)
values (in nm) within the computational cell. Note that the pre-optimized front texturing
obtained from Fig. 6 is applied in this optimization. The optimum point (Jph = 23.47
mA/cm2) is predicted to occur when grating thickness (t) = 200 nm and periodicity
(p) = 800 nm. The inset shows the surface of the asymmetric gratings. (b) Contour plot
showing Jph of CZT versus grating thickness (t) and periodicity (p) values (in nm). (c) 2-D
slice of Electric field intensity at λ = 1000 nm in the optimum cell. Compared to Fig. 6(b),
the dual-side light trapping cell has strongly guided mode.

refractive index. However, electrical parameters are also considered as an important factor for
choosing a dielectric spacer. ZnO has good conductivity that provides lower series resistance,
but a refractive index of 2.1, which may cause non-optimal light trapping in asymmetric back
gratings. Thus, the ideal transparent conductive oxide for asymmetric gratings would have both
low refractive index and relatively high conductivity.

Now, the optimized front texturing (h1 = 500 nm, h2 = 400 nm) with a tandem configuration
is now combined with the pre-optimized asymmetric dielectric grating. Dielectric gratings are
tilted 20◦ from the perpendicular direction in all cases and the refractive index is 1.5 for the
optimal light trapping. We now consider the impact of back grating periodicity on hybrid
dielectric light trapping. For this purpose, two variables (periodicity and the thickness of the
grating) are systemically optimized. Note that the front texturing was originally optimized for a
period of 1 μm, but now periodicity is varied. We find that the enhancement of Jph varies within
2.4 % when the periodicities are 1000, 1200, 1400 and 1600 nm. Therefore, it is reasonable to
assume that the varying periodicity mostly affects Jph enhancement from dielectric gratings in
these simulations. Figure. 9 shows that the Jph of the c-Si layer increases to 23.47 mA/cm2

(h = 200 nm, p = 800 nm), which corresponds to an enhancement of 121 %, compared to the
flat structure. As discussed in the previous section, the Jph enhancement of CZT was negligible.
Despite this large increase, light trapping alone is not enough to achieve good current matching.
This result implies that other design parameters, especially in CZT region, will also need to be
adjusted for optimal performance.

3.3. Current matching for CZT/Si tandem cells

After showing that Jph can be improved significantly by applying a front texturing and a back
grating, here, we suggest a current matching process as follows. First, for a fixed CZT alloy ratio
(x = 0.6), we demonstrate a conventional current matching strategy by adjusting a CZT layer
thickness. Then, we will allow for simultaneous adjustment of CZT layer thickness and CZT
alloy ratios. Figure 10 shows 3-D FDTD simulation results for the Cd0.6Zn0.4Te alloy based
tandem cells. CZT Jph is highly dependent on CZT thickness, while c-Si Jph is affected by both
light trapping and CZT thickness. In Fig. 10(c), the optimum Jph is 18.21 mA/cm2 when the
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Fig. 10. (a) Contour plot showing Jph of c-Si versus height of pyramid and CZT thickness.
(b) Contour plot showing Jph of Cd0.6Zn0.4Te versus height of pyramid and Cd0.6Zn0.4Te
thickness. (c) The matched current density. The dashed line indicates the current-matching
condition.

Fig. 11. (a) Contour plot showing the matched Jph of the tandem cell versus both thickness
of CdxZn1−xTe layer and proportion of Cadmium (x). The maximum Jph is 18.37 mA/cm2

when x = 0.58 and CZT thickness = 400 nm. (b) Partial absorption for the optimum point
found in (a).

CZT layer has 400 nm thickness and the height of pyramid is 500 nm. Again, the filtering effect
by CZT layer lowers the c-Si Jph from the single junction optimum Jph. We expect that front
pyramidal texturing that exceeds aspect ratio of 0.5 may increase c-Si Jph slightly, causing the
matched current condition (dashed line in Fig. 10(c)) to be shifted in the right direction.

Now, we consider CZT alloys with cadmium fractions x ranging from 0.4 to 0.8; we assume
that the CZT alloys has different dielectric dispersion depending on their bandgap. We then
increase the thickness of CdxZn(1−x)Te slightly up to 500 nm to match the current flow at each
junction. The optical simulations are performed with various CZT alloys via QCRF-FDTD
method incorporated with the proposed material models; the resulting fractional absorption
spectrum is then used to calculate Jph for each junction.

As shown in Fig. 11(a), the matched Jph is sensitive to both the thickness of CZT and
proportion of cadmium. Note that after the thickness of CZT reaches 400 nm, Jph does not
change much, resulting in a plateau in the contour plot. In Fig. 11(a), the maximum Jph,
18.37 mA/cm2, occurs when x = 0.58 and h = 400 nm. It is shown that in thin-film tandem
cells, current matching can be achieved by adjusting both bandgap and thickness of CZT, while
wafer based tandem cells utilizes the bandgap only. Figure 11(b) shows that using ultra-thin
crystalline silicon does entail a slight reduction in overall absorption even in the presence of
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experimentally-relevant light trapping structures, as discussed previously. The corresponding
maximum efficiency is predicted to be 16.08 % using the most conservative interpretation of
the electrical parameters measured in experiment [9]. Using the same electrical parameters
as used for the CZT/c-Si tandem, we find that the 2.2-μm-thick c-Si thin film with the same
hybrid light trapping scheme has an efficiency of 12.79 %. Thus, the tandem offers a relative
performance improvement of 25.72 %. We also compared the hybrid light trapping scheme
with state of the art thin-film c-Si cells (e.g., a 7.3 % efficient a plasmonic cell [42], a 9.0 %
efficient random texturing cell [47], and a 10.7 % efficient periodic texturing cell [48]). Even
though our structure includes a thick glass layer causing nearly 4 % Fresnel reflection at the
air/glass interface, it shows improved absorption compared to the referenced cells. Improved
CZT material quality (e.g., single crystal growth) could also improve performance, but that is
a non-trivial challenge that goes beyond the scope of this investigation of low-cost thin-film
growth.

4. Conclusion

In this work, we investigated a thin-film tandem solar cell structure utilizing II-VI wide-
bandgap alloys on top of crystalline silicon solar cell, which theoretically can have 42 % [3] cell
efficiency with one sun illumination using the corresponding bandgaps, greatly exceeding the
single-junction S-Q limit. In the interest of achieving high-performance CZT/Si ultra thin film
designs, novel optical simulation methods were proposed and verified with theoretical analysis
and experimental data. An optimized pyramidal texturing and dielectric back gratings are both
shown to greatly enhance the average path length of incident photons for a thin-film tandem cell
significantly. As a result, Jph in the silicon layer is increased by 120.99 % from the flat structure
after adding both of these light-trapping features. Our optical simulations predict that 2.2 μm
(0.4 μm CZT, 1.8 μm c-Si) thin-film cells can have matched Jph = 18.37 mA/cm2. In short,
the thin-film CZT/Si material system combined with the proposed hybrid light trapping scheme
shows that there is great potential for high-performance, low-cost tandem cells to approach or
exceed the S-Q limit.
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